Chromosomal fragmentation in dUTPase-deficient mutants of Escherichia coli and its recombinational repair.
Recent findings suggest that DNA nicks stimulate homologous recombination by being converted into double-strand breaks, which are mended by RecA-catalysed recombinational repair and are lethal if not repaired. Hyper-rec mutants, in which DNA nicks become detectable, are synthetic-lethal with recA inactivation, substantiating the idea. Escherichia coli dut mutants are the only known hyper-recs in which presumed nicks in DNA do not cause inviability with recA, suggesting that nicks stimulate homologous recombination directly. Here, we show that dut recA mutants are synthetic-lethal; specifically, dut mutants depend on the RecBC-RuvABC recombinational repair pathway that mends double-strand DNA breaks. Although induced for SOS, dut mutants are not rescued by full SOS induction if RecA is not available, suggesting that recombinational rather than regulatory functions of RecA are needed for their viability. We also detected chromosomal fragmentation in dut rec mutants, indicating double-strand DNA breaks. Both the synthetic lethality and chromosomal fragmentation of dut rec mutants are suppressed by preventing uracil excision via inactivation of uracil DNA-glycosylase or by preventing dUTP production via inactivation of dCTP deaminase. We suggest that nicks become substrates for recombinational repair after being converted into double-strand DNA breaks.